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Funny, fast paced, full of action and drama...
The science & technology in every story is real and exciting!
“Calling all airplane fans!
This is Myro, do you read me,
OVER?
Hi! I’m the smallest plane in the world!
And this is my story!
I was on a world tour with my pilot
Michael, and we’d arrived in Australia
which is, like, HUGE and totally
AMAZING!
One day a storm blew us oﬀ course - you
won’t believe the storms you get in
Australia - and we made an emergency
landing near an old farm.
It looked very run down BUT it turns out

that I’d dropped right into the Flying
Club which became my home and the
coolest place in the Universe!
I’ve made some really fun new friends!
We go on brilliant expeditions PLUS I’m
now part of the Air Rescue Team which
means AWESOME MISSIONS! My life
just got super exciting!
So will you come and share in my
adventures?
You will? Great! Oh! Gotta ﬂy! There’s
a baby kangaroo stuck in a billabong!

So meet Myro, the smallest plane in the
world!

Myro’s On A Mission!
OVER and OUT!”

Set in the breath-taking Australian
landscape, Myro’s life is as thrilling as it
is hilarious!

Every episode resolves a tricky situation
in an age appropriate way.

One day he might be throwing buns at
kangaroos to tempt them oﬀ runways...
The next day he might be building
bridges across rivers in raging storms!

The science and technology in every
episode is real and exciting; authenticity
is important as the planes can only do
what their real-life counterparts can do
- apart from talking, of course!

So there’s plenty of action and suspense
to keep pre-schoolers and their parents
on the edge of their seats!

So join Myro as he takes every small
child on the ﬂight of their lives!
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Myro’s fantastic adventures are played
out by a family of real characters with
real emotions.

And as every small child dreams of
ﬂying, the best way to capture their
imagination is through the eyes of a
small plane!

All Myro Characters are Realistic and to Scale
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Inside every small child there’s a hero
waiting to burst out!
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Warm, funny and diverse, Myro’s
friends (and frien-emies) provide great
slapstick comedy and witty dialogue,
whilst
promoting
tolerence,
understanding, inclusivity and team
work.
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